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Abstract (en)
The hearing system (1) comprises at least one hearing device (10); at least one input unit (11) adapted to receiving incoming signals (5) and
obtaining input audio signals (20) from said incoming signals; at least one output transducer (19) adapted to converting audio signals into output
signals (6) to be perceived by a user of the hearing system (1); at least one sound generator (15) adapted to generating system-generated audio
signals (30); an audio analysis unit (14) adapted to obtaining localization information (40) from said input audio signals (20); and a virtual localization
processor (16) adapted to providing said system-generated audio signals with spatial information, thus creating spatialized system-generated audio
signals (31), wherein said spatial information is chosen in dependence of said localization information (40). Said virtual location may be varied
while said spatialized system-generated audio signals are perceived by the user as output signals, and this variation of said virtual location may
be indicative of an operational condition of the hearing system. The hearing system may comprise exactly one hearing device (10) or a number of
hearing devices, which are not linked amongst each other.
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